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PRESIDENT'S RE PO RT
At the last Council meeting it was with great pleasure. and not a little relief, that Ingrid Lingstadt was coopted onto Council and appointed to the position of Treasurer.
Ingrid's special skills will be of great assistance to the Friends. Thanks Ingrid.
An article from Lynn Parnell, recently appointed Director for Recreation and Sport Development, Office for
Recreation, Sport and Racing. appears elsewhere in this issue. The article relates to walkers staying on
marked trails, particularly on private property. I cannot emphasise enough the importance of walkers
adhering to these guidelines.
Congratulations to Jean and Bill Tibbles and to John (Sprout) Crouch, who all completed walking the entire
Trail from Cape Jervis to Parachilna Gorge in 1995 . Jean and Bill have presented the Friends with a 4 hr
video of their epic walk. The video is inspirational. informative, and witty, and we are looking into having a
quality copy made, and hiring it out to interested members. Contact the office if you are interested.

Arthur Smith - President
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WALKING THE HEYSEN TRAIL AND OTHER WALKING TRAILS
0 er the last few years. landholders adjacent the Heysen Trail and other recreation trails have become
concerned about people leaving the marked trail and wandering onto private property . It has therefore
become necessary to once again remind all walkers that they must remain on marked trail routes.
Anyone wandering. ofT a trail intrudes into a landowners privacy and therefore jeopardises agreements that
have been established between landowners and the Office for Recreation, Sport and Racing. If a walker is
injured off the marked trail and within an adjacent property, the landowner becomes liable. This increase of
public liability is an unfair burden for a landowner to carry as public liability insurance is an expensive form
of insurance. It is therefore imperative that walkers remain on trails to ensure they do not intrude into a
property as well as reduce the likelihood of personal injury on private land.
Another related matter of concern to landholders is the issue of asking for permission to walk through their
property. Some landholders in the northern areas. in particular. have been contacted frequently by walkers
for permission to walk along an established walking trail. ft is unnecessary to ask a landholder for permission
to walk a trail because the Office for Recreation, Sport and Racing negotiated permission for access when the
trail was established.
Landholders are also being approached by people wanting to walk off trails to other features within their
property. These requests put landholders in a difficult position, particularly in terms of accepting the public
liability for walkers on their property. Walkers should therefore re-consider and decide if a walk off an
established trail is really necessary. Fear of litigation is causing many landowners to re-consider whether
access to their properties is worth the risk .
It is now up to all walkers to ensure access to our state is safe guarded. Any missing markers or information
that may lead to walkers becoming lost or confused should be reported to the Office for Recreation, Sport
and Racing immediate! .

We will all continue to enjoy walking through the countryside if we adhere to the established country walking
code, promote its message and encourage other walkers to do the same.

Lynn Parnell
Office for Recreation, Sport and Racing

EDlTORlAL

Thanks to Cath Cox for once again keying in Trailwalker. and to Kath Whittle for final additions and
composition .
Thanks also to all contributors. Without them we would not have a Trailwalker .. space does not permit all
articles submitted to be included. If possible they will be included in the next issue.
We would like more articles and photos (including some vertical format}. on Trail maintenance, so come on
you Trail workers, the pen is as mighty as the clippers.

Editorial Committee
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DIARY OF COMING EVENTS

October 7 - 8th
8th
12th

Maintenance Liz O'Shea, WEA Ramblers
Introductory Walk. Anstey's Hill . Marlene Edwards
Walking Committee Meeting

22nd

Friends Walk . Horsnell Gully. Ashton area. Jamie Shephard

22nd

Friends Walk. Milang. Chris Bagley

25th

Council Meeting

28- 29th

November 4 - 5th

Backpacking Weekend. Mt. Crawford. Mark Darter

Maintenance Cape Jervis - Boat Harbour Creek

12th

Introductory Walk. Linear Park. Neville Southgate.

14th

Maintenance Section Leaders Meeting

22nd

Council Meeting

26th

Friends Walk. Tent Rock. Jennifer Dow

26th

Friends Walk. Mt. Misery. Jon Selby

December 7th

Social Meeting. Details on Flyer.

SOUTHERN OCEAN RETREATS

Deep Creek Conservation Park

Located just 90 minutes south of Adelaide, Deep Creek Conservation Park represents the single largest parcel
of native bushland on the Fleurieu Peninsula.
It contains over 30 kilometres of walking trails which enable access into fascinating natural environments
such as stringybark forests, creeks. waterfalls and rugged cliffs ~1th spectacular coastal scenery . The wellknown Heysen Trail runs through the Park and forms part of several walks.

outhem Ocean Retreats prov1des self-contained accommodation right in the heart of Deep Creek
Conservation Park . Its cottages offer you a great opportunity to explore and stay in these beautiful
surroundings without having to leave at the end of each day. Both are fully equipped and are the ideal base
from which to plan and undertake your walks or simply relax and enjoy the surrounding flora and fauna.
For further information and bookings please phone Southern Ocean Retreats on (085) 98 4169 or write to us
c/o Delamere Post Office. 5204. South Australia.
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TRAIL MAINTENANCE AND DEVELOPMENT
Since my last article we have now successfully completed two more Maintenance Weekend projects.
On the first weekend of August, Section Leader Michael Tilley led a work team of seven volunteers
remarking and upgrading a 4 km section of trail in his area at Peters Hill . The team consisted ofC'olin Biggs.
Kath Scully, Steven Boyle. Michael Southren Valerie North and myself. The work party worked from the
offroad section north of Peters Hill and on down to where the trail crosses the road on the southern side. We
were lucky with the weather as this area had experienced some heavy rain during the prev1ous week. This
made light work for those using the posthole borer. though not so light when we had to carry out the old star
droppers! These were replaced by new permapine way marker posts and attached logos.

The September maintenance weekend was brought forward to the last weekend in August, so as not to clash
with the Melrose Walking weekend. Section Leader Peter Hill organised and led this party consisting ofKath
and Alvin Whittle. Dav1d and Janine Marshall. The work completed was on the Waitpinga Road to Back
Valley Road section. installing nine new duckboards over a boggy section of the trail, also the erecting of
' Follow the Fence' signs. Other improvements included the installation of a rope handrail and the repairing
of a damaged stile. Then carried out track clearing along the Waitpinga Rd to Warradale Rd and on into the
Waitpinga Camping Ground. The party also had to replace vandalised signs adjacent to Newlands Head
Bluff.
The Updated Section Leaders list now includes Michael Southren, who has volunteered his services as a
Section Leader on the Mount Lofty Walking Trails. Michael is taking responsibility for the Barossa Sections
2 & 3. Thanks for your help and future efforts Michael .

WEEKEND MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME
OCTOBER
Liz O'Shea has work prepared to complete the already started re-route in Horsnell Gully C'on. Pk for the first
weekend in this month.

NOVEMBER
The 4th and 5th November, Steve Harkness, the Section Leader for Cape Jervis to Boat Harbour Creek is
planning for a proposed maintenance weekend in this area.

When the November maintenance weekend is completed, this will end our maintenance programme for the
year 1995 . The number of volunteer maintenance hours put in will exceed 1000 hours. This does not include
the continuing efforts put in by Section Leaders and their assistants. or Doug Leane' s group of helpers.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those volunteer maintenance workers who participated in this
worthwhile programme. The continuing efforts by these members ensure that the Friends and the public are
provided with a safely constructed and well marked trail for their ongoing recreational needs and enjoyment.

Regards, lan Jays (Projed Officer)
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MAINTENANCE VOLllNTEER SECTION LEADERS

I.

Cape Jervis to Boat Harbour Creek

Mt. Lofty Walking Trails
Barossa Section 2 & 3

Steven Harkness
H 384 3530
Peter Hill
H 085 565213
Thelma Anderson
H 278 4420
Paul Carruthers
H 336 1889
Bob Verrall & Jim Pearce
H 382 8577 H 276 5190
w 372 5170 w 372 5169
Colin Malcolm
H 382 2194
Jamie Shephard & Nev Southgate
H 331 8107
H3642191
w 373 1422
Liz O'Shea (WEA Ramblers)
H 352 1636
Shirley Tavender I Arthur Smith
H 261 6746
H 337 3692
Doug Leane
H 43 3388
Joyce Heinjus
H 085 252054 w 085 622022
Fax 085 252271
Michael Tilley
H 396 4363
Hugh Greenhill- Burra Branch
H 088 438115
Ray Griffith
Mobile 0 15 973 955
Ray Griffith (I nspection only)
Vacant
Vacant
Shayne Reschke- Leigh Creek Branch
H 086 752885 w 086 754332
Michael Southren
H 263 0791 Mobile 019 678205

Project Officer

Ian Jays

2. Boat Harbour Creek to Back Valley Road
3.

Back Valley Road to Moon Hill

4.

Moon Hill to Hindmarsh Tiers Road

5.

Hindmarsh Tiers Rd to Black Fellows Creek
Rd

6.

Black Fellows Creek Rd to Glen Bold

7. Glen Bold to Piccadilly

8.

Piccadilly to Norton Summit

9.

Norton Summit to Cudlee Creek

10.

Cudlee Creek to Bethany

1I.

Bethany to Peters Hill

12.

Peters Hill to Logans Gap

13 .

Logans Gap to Spalding

14. Spalding to Hughs Gap
15 Hughs Gap to Mt. Brown
16. Mt. Brown to Hawker
17. Hawker to Wilpena
18. Wilpena to Parachilna

Office 212 6299 D 356 2220
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WALKJNG REPORT
Our collection of walks for the 1995 season is now nearing completion but be assured we have manv exciting
ideas be1ng put forward for next year. The Walking Committee wlll be bringing to you a calendar in 1996
packed w1th interesting options. The beginners and long Friends walks will still be held on the 2nd and 4th
Sunday of the month as well as 3 weekends away and other special events. These w111 include backpacking
for beginners and the more experienced, children 's walks. eco walks, map reading and 1ntroductory walk
leadership courses. The Hahndorf Early Settlers walk w111 once more be included . Thi s has proven to be a
popular event and has become a biannual part of our programme.
Committee member Ric Trutwin has suggested a children ' s walk or walks in 1996. The idea being children
are to be accompanied by a parent or parents. If you are interested in discussing this w1th Ric further he is
usually in the office on Fridays or a message can be left for him to discuss this further. We feel it may be a
shar1ng experience for parents and children and an introduction to the delights of the bush.
We have been trialing some new Walk Registration Forms during the August and September walks. We think
the wording is more specific than the present method of Log Books and more personal. We are also
encouraging people to discuss w1th the leader privately prior to the walk any problems. medical or otherw1se,
which could be a hindrance.
A large group of members recently had a most enjoyable weekend at Melrose stay1ng at the Anglican
Diocesan Centre. Colin Edwards led us on walks to Mt. Remarkable summit and a circuit from Blue Gum
Flat via The Battery returning via Alligator Gorge. Alternative walks were led by Bradley Howell assisted by
Marlene Edwards to Mt. Remarkable Summit and Lyn Condon exploring Melrose historical sites. Thank you
to these leaders and also to Mick Thomas who assisted w1th leadership. Thankyou again to Lyn Condon who
has helped a great deal in the office as always getting these trips off the ground. There are many others too
numerous to mention who put that little bit extra in w1th food preparation and other duties around the
Diocesan Centre which was greatly appreciated. Thankyou all .
Many hours of work have been put in by people during their own time to make these weekends enjoyable.
Recces must be done, food bought and numerous phone calls made. Members give their own time freely and
we try to keep the costs as low as possible. As we walk under the banner of The Friends of the Heysen Trail
any profits which are made go into the funds to help maintain the Trail for the general public to enjoy. As we
are a member of the Federation of SA Walking Clubs we feel it can be a much safer option than walking w1th
some groups who are not insured in any manner whatsoever and whose purpose is personal gain for the
leaders. Public liability and walk leader insurance can be reassuring.
The Backpacking weekend for beginners w111 be held on 28th and 29th October. This is now fully booked.
Mark Darter and Christina Tassell w111 once more be encouraging beginners to walk carrying everything for
overnight use. The group w111 camp one night in tents w1th no facilities available and Mark has stressed ''this
weekend is for proficient day walkers who w1sh to extend their bushwalking e perience".
Our Committee wlll be reccying a weekend where we will stay at the Sandy Creek Youth Hostel and be
involved in birdwatching activities. If successful a weekend of this type may be included in the 1996
programme.
I will be able to give you more news regarding next years programme in our last Trailwalker for the year.
Until then enjoy your walking.

Sadie Leupold
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FIFTY YEARS BEFORE T HE HEYSEN TRAIL
Fifty years ago this May. three of us walked along the south coast of Fleurieu Peninsula between the old
Talisker mine and Victor Harbour. I recently carne across my diary for this journey and reproduce an edited
version here so that those who know the Heysen Trail in this area can make a few comparisons. It may also
stimulate nostalgia among those old enough to remember. It is worth commenting that Cape Jervis was
regarded as fairly remote in those days and Victor Harbour was more than just a day's outing. Trains ran in
those days; and country areas were served by ·'service cars''. which we would now call country buses.
The accompanying map is a copy of the one we took with us in 1945 ; I have added the present Heysen Trail
as a dotted line. (/)ue to difficulties in reproducmf! the map. readers will have to refer to Hey.sen Trail Map
X. l:'ditor)
The idea stemmed from an account of a similar journey in the 1920's by the late Dr. C.T. Madigan to the
Field aturalists · Section of the Royal Society of South Australia. Some of his comments appear on the map.
My companions were John Keeves and Doug Stailey. 1 note that we travelled by train to Willunga and from
there took the service car to Delamere, where we camped the night and "visited the local dance".
Sunday May 27
From Delamere "hiking began in earnest, with some pack trouble, along good ironstone roads to Fred
orman's shack where we arrived about lunchtime. He made tea for us and we signed the visitors' book- a
shrewd old codger". (pace Fred).
·' Walked down to the Talisker Mine: old shafts, boilers and fireplaces, where arsenopyrite and pyrites mining
flourished ... (ca 1860) .... Spring water carries much carbonate. Wind north, weather excellent. Continued to
Campbell Hill where we met an RAF Sergeant from the observation post there. (it was in the closing stages of
World War 11.) The ridges have characteristic ironstone capping. Steep descent to Blowhole Creek, which
flows between steeply dipping banded shale and grit. The valley is U-shaped which may account for the
strong wind blowing down it and possibly the name of the creek itself. Creek flowing strongly but slightly
brackish. Hut on the beach. Freshwater soak on the hill." (I helieve the name Blowhole Creek came .P·om a
mme ventilation shafi which came out tn the creek valley. Arthur Smith) .
Monday May 28
Sun rose 7. 15 . " ... fished before breakfast but the tide was too strong". Easy walk to Aaron 's Hole Creek with
grassy undulating gullies. .. Aaron ' s Hole Creek is very precipitous -just a gash in the rocks about 300 ft deep
-and was dry."
'' From here the going became very difficult chiefly because of the ubiquitous gorse and cassia scrub. (That' s
what I wrote at the time, not knowing any better. Kangaroo thorn, acacia paradoxa, would be better} . Soon
became badly scratched. Forced to change into long trousers and long sleeves." (We were still pulling out
prickles two weeks later). ·'The terrain became very precipitous and we found that the ''easy" way into Tent
Rock Creek was to jump down the cliff, relying on the bushes to. stop us. Good water and lunch here."
"To this point the ''gorse" had been mostly on the western side of the valleys but from here it covered the
whole of the hills and we made only a mile or so in four hours to darkness. With difficulty found a spot flat
enough to sleep on and had to dig for water in an un-named gully. Plenty of driftwood on the beach for a fire
but a very cold night. ... found a beer bottle! Rocks mainly sandstone, steeply dipping SE."
Tuesday May 29
'' Weather fine. wind north. Left this unsavoury spot as rapidly as possible. By now we had evolved a
technique for negotiating this type of country."
I. Stay near the sea on the clifftop.
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2. Follow the outcrops.
3. Look for kangaroo pads.
4. Choose your way out of the valley before going into it and pick your way in to match.
(The Heysen Trail avoids this problem by going inland after Blowhole
until Tapanappa Creek).

reek and not returning to the coast

We were now making good progress.
"In the second gully after Porpoise Head John K. fell heavily. gashed his hand badly, severing a small artery".
Doug dressed it effectively, and with the aid of a thumb stick John made it to Deep Creek for lunch . Good.
very cold. water but little wood. An attractive little harbour. This creek has a very steep eastern face and
needs almost climbing skills to get out. We followed a kangaroo out of a later gully."
·'Most of the valleys to the east had running water; eucalypts and ti-tree began to appear: progress was easier.
Layered rocks, hornstone with softer layers between, were very characteristic of this area. In mid-afternoon
Doug lost his sheath knife and John K. fell on his hand again, necessitating redressing. Gullies still very steep
but easier to negotiate. Yacca now plentiful. We were struck with the large numbers of small rosettes I 1/2
inches across with sticky hairy leaves, a form of sundew. Rocks now have a smaller dip and show some signs
of folding."
(This is where the present Heysen Trail returns to the coast)
" Made Boat Harbour Creek comfortably and had a good wash. This was a good camp spot with plenty of
wood and water and fairly sheltered. Found a smalL apparently seaworthy, dinghy among the driftwood piled
on the beach."
Wednesday May 30
" Weather fine, wind north. From here the country has been largely cleared and sheep tracks were seen
occasionally. On the summits of ridges bushfrres have left skeletons of scrub covered in charcoal - rather
dirty going. As Tunkalilla Beach is approached the well defined sheep tracks provided an easy way round the
ridges. An hour's tramp brought us to Tunkalilla Beach. a wide shelf of alluvium some 10 feet above the sea
and perhaps half a mile wide, running back to the steep scarp behind . The old James farmstead is here and
seemed to be still in use. We took a boiling of silver beet from the garden. There was no evidence of the
fleas about which Madigan had warned us. There were two semi-wild horses here and a number of cows that
acted more wild than semi as we eyed them and the nearest fence."
" Near the end of the beach is the wreck of the Victoria , a Danish ship which ran aground during a fog on her
maiden voyage. They could not get her off and she was claimed by the underwriters who removed most of
her fittings but not before she had been a valuable asset to the local fishermen . A few steam valves and the
stem post are all that the sea have left of her now''.
·'Tunkalilla Creek was reached by II am. It proved difficult to get out of and our practice of following sheep
tracks led us to believe that this lot were made by mountain goats or ghosts because they abruptly vanished at
a sheer rock wall. (The Heysen Trail goes inland again at Tunkalilla Creek). ''Once on the top, however. the
going was very easy since it was all cleared land and the gullies were all well sheep-trodden'"' .
" Lunch at Callawonga Creek and, being ahead of schedule for the day, we cast about in search of an
aboriginal camp seen by Madigan. Behind the sand hills there was much evidence of occupation. evidently
fairly recent, with several middens ... .Also found an old hut and a flagged pathway. Upstream the creek runs
through a steep gorge and there was only one place where it was easy to get out, indicated to us by a group of
timid cows who ran before us until they/we reached the top''.(The Heysen Trail is back at the coast again
here).
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"Overlooking Ballaparudda Creek we found a solidly-built fireplace. apparently made not from country rock
but from rock carried in. Ballaparudda Creek was running; it had cut itself a very tortuous course around
bands of hard rock . Went inland to cut ofT a large flat headland marked by rocky outcrops running in arcs,
roughly east-west and sparsely timbered inland. From here it was about two miles to camp at Coolawang
C reek with, as we went, excellent views along the coast as far as Newland Head. Descended a sort of rocky
outcrop staircase to the creek and followed sheep tracks to camp''.
"'This was rather a disappointment: the creek was not flowing and a dead sheep lay in the pool behind the
beach . The ground and the firewood (such a it was) were wet. Still, it was soft and the wall of an
abandoned house offered shelter from the wind. There were fish in the river but we were unable to persuade
them to leave. Dislocated my thumb and pushed it back into place. Saw the first evidence of people: recent
footprints of man. woman, child and dog: and felt like Robinson Crusoe".
Thursday 3 I May
"'My 21st birthday . Slept in . Ate all our surplus food for breakfast. Had a shave and felt much cleaner.
From here we left the coast and struck inland, finding an excellent bridge about half a mile upstream, leading
to a track and eventually a road. It should be possible to get a car down to the beach here".
( 1945, remember?) We followed the road and others from it to Victor Harbour. About this time nails
worked their way through my boots and I arrived at Victor with four enormous blisters. Camped by the local
Scout Hall and had a fish supper" (We had originally intended to walk all the way to Victor Harbour along
the coast but the slow progress of the first two days set back our schedule)
" Home next day by train''.

John Prescott

NEW MEM BERS

SINGLE

John PYNE

Sue Dupuis
Heather ROBSON
Lynene BROW
Lucy DASHWOOD
Thomas PElTINGILL
Vern HALLAM
Kim BENNETT
Colleen KELLY
M. D'ARCY
Marguerite W A ROLE
John PYNE Romi NAGATANI
John SCHERINGER

FAMILY
Sue & John ADAMS
Ross HARDING & Laura PIERACCINI
Jeff & Heather ADAMS
Julie READ-PACKHAM
Graham W ALKOM
Margaret & William DINNIE
Dennis COWLING
Jeff & Pauline HAMMOND
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COMPLETED LABOURS ARE PLEASANT- Cicero 106-43 BC
A few weeks ago I made the mistake of informing Arthur Smith that on the 4th August last my wife and I
completed our walk of the entire mapped section of the Heysen Trail from Cape Jervis to Parachilna Gorge
and as a form of penance for this indiscretion of disclosure I agreed to write a short note on the subject for
inclusion in 'The Trailwalkei'. When will I e er Jearn to keep my trap shut? To restrict the written acreage
to a minimum I will relate only topics and details of a general nature instead of giving a day by day account
of the entire saga.
Brief data:Total distance = I 036 km. (This is a conservative figure as measured on a flat map surface
and makes no allowance for such matters as track meandering in stream beds and variations
in terrain elevation).
Time taken = 57 walking days averaging 18. 17 krnlday.
The effort was spread over three years as follows:1993 Cape Jervis to Greenock - 16 days - 287 km
1994 Greenock to Hallett - 12 days - 222 km

1995 Hallett to Parachilna Gorge - 29 days- 527 km
We only carried large packs on six days, those being I' - 4, Cape Jervis to Newland Head C.P. and 52 & 53 ,
Wonoka to Moralana Scenic Drive. For the remaining 51 days we each carried a small day pack only.
Shortest day

(distance)~

day 4 - Coolawang Creek- Newland Head C.P. = 8 krn.

Shortest day (time)- day 39- Lynwood- Melrose = 12 km = 2 hours and 10 minutes.
Longest day (distance)- day 15 - Springton Rd- Tanunda = 27 km.
Longest day (time)- day 48- Eyre Depot- Buckaringa Gorge = 19 km = 9 hours and 55 minutes.
This last mentioned walk was on Wednesday 26th July 1995 when almost the whole of South Australia was
experiencing very nasty weather. At precisely 1.40 pm on this day we passed east abeam the radio masts on
top of Mount Arden and the hail was coming at us horizontally. The trail notes on the reverse of Heysen Trail
map no. 14 say, inter alia, ·'Despite the rigour of the walk, rewards are enormous. As the trail begins to gain
height the views become more and more extensive until on the summit of Mt. Arden the countryside for
hundreds of kilometres around in all directions can be seen". Codswallop! On this particular day visibility
was down on occasions to 50 metres or less but the bit about the walk being ' rigorous ' was spot on . By this
stage of the game we were both wet through and had been for several hours and to make matters worse, the
uppers of my left boot decided there and then to part company with the sole. Lack of scenic views did not
eem important somehow. I called to mind the entry I had seen in a visitors book on the Pascoe property near
Yapoona Springs which we had passed back on day 42 . The entry was in the ·remarks ' column and merely
said '' I want my daddy.'' I could now relate to that.
The last day, 57. was a short stroll of some 17 km from Aroona to Parachilna Gorge and was completed on
my 57th birthday- Friday 4th August 1995 . She that must be obeyed is two years my senior and she climbed
over the last stile on the Trail at 11 .30 am that morning. This day also marked the 95th birthday of the Queen
Mother but. as was the case in previous years. she did not bother to ring me. She may have known that I was
out.
Reflections
Each day whenever possible we commenced walking at first light and this mainly for two reasons:
I. there seems to be more bird and animal life around at this time and all scurries are worth viewing, and
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2. in case of mishap. the back up team have a better chance of retrieval before darkness falls
We each carried a walking stick which over rough terrain can act as a Rolf Harris extra leg. We both found
them especially helpful when negotiating the narrow tracks around the cliff edges to the east of Cape Jerv1s.
Ours were not elaborate. expensive affairs but merely rough straight sections cut fTom scrubland on a fiiend s
property at Paris Creek. Jean's stick was fTom strong but very lightwe1ghted stringy bark and mine was of
heavier and more sturdy wattle. A stick in the hand is also very comforting if confTonted by dogs. snakes.
fiery landowners etc. Incidentally, we encountered not a single snake on the entire walk. The same could be
said of genuine Heysen Trail walker . The fact that we were walking during the winter months mainly.
accounts for the absence of both.
Another item of innumerable uses is a large plastic garbage bag cut open so as to form a flat sheet. We each
carried one of the lightweight items and found them very useful as groundsheets to sit on. shelters fTom the
elements etc.
Our day packs also contain a face cloth and a small light and very water absorbent towel. We found these
very handy on day 54 when approaching Wilpena we were obliged to remove our boots and socks to wade
through the icy cold water that flows as a wide stream across the Trail at this location. I fear that I have now
placed myself in the predicament where I may be attempting ' to teach granny to suck eggs' so I will desist
forthwith .
Records
With the exception of two days (42 and 49) my wife Jean carried a video camera with her so that we now
have a video record of most of our journey. From this material she has produced a film of just under four
hours duration and this she has given to the ' Friends' . It is quite disjointed and amateurish but may help to
give would-be walkers some idea of the terrain and trail markings they are likely to encounter if they decide
to tackle the Heysen Trail. I made notes every walking day from which I have now compiled a more
comprehensive write-up. Once this has been typed and placed in a more presentable format I will forward a
copy to the ' Friends'. Jean and I wish to stress that neither viewing nor reading is compulsory.
We were very fortunate when walking the northern section of the Trail to have the assistance of our good
friends and neighbours Bill and Margaret Scott.
sing my 4 WD vehicle they would drop us off in the
morning and collect us again at a prearranged time and place later in the day. thus they were able to keep a
SAR watch over us (SA R = search and rescue). ot only that, they cooked our evening meal for us each day.
ext winter Jean and I are prepared to emulate the Scotts if this will assist any genuine and serious trail
walkers to complete the northern and thus more remote sections of the Trail (We may be contacted on 265
2524).
Summation
I must say with honesty that the walk was a most rewarding and satisfying venture. It is also true to say that
we had our occasional fTustrating moments. o navigator worth his salt will ever admit to being lost - he is
merely temporarily uncertain of his position. Well in the dim distant past I was a flight navigator and must
concede that during our long stroll I was on a very few occasions temporarily uncertain of my position .
Sometimes vandalism of markers wa to blame: at other times poor or non-existent marking was the cause of
our problems. but for the most part it was our own inability to correctly assimilate all the information that was
presented to us. Fortunately we quickly learned fTom our mistakes.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank sincerely all those responsible for the initiation and preservation
of this wonderful state asset- the Heysen Trail .
Back to the title for a moment. What Cicero probably said was "'-, I'm glad that's over.'' I can relate to that
too.

W. K. Tibbles
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TRAIL- 6

B_ C. Warren Bonython

In 1978 the Department ofTourism, Recreation and Sport went to work with a will on walking trails. The
Heysen Trail was to keep its special identity.
The Minister appointed Terry Lavender to plan and develop it. and he has dominated the scene ever since.
His skill, enthusiasm and energy began making their mark when permission was given in 1978 to develop a
50-kilometre pilot section between Mount Lofty and Mount Magnificent.
I was delighted when. later that year, the Minister invited me fonnally to open this section. The ceremony
took place at Arbury Park on 19 November in the presence ofthe Minister (the Hon. Tom Casey, MLC), the
Director (B.J . Taylor). fonner Committee members, the Heysen family , the Mayor of Meadows and. of
course Terry Lavender, his helpers and a good crowd of trail-walkers. (As a post-script, ten years later - in
July 1988 - Heysen Trail supporters met at this same spot with the Deputy Premier and Minister for
Environment and Planning (the Hon. Don Hopgood, MP) to agree on saving the priceless surrounding
bushland by incorporating it into the State· s national parks system.)
This test section caught the public's imagination, and aJI Government departments supported the proposal .
The future ofthe trail was assured. On 22 July 1979 the Hon . J.C. Bannon opened the section from Mount
Lofty to the Barossa VaHey. On 18 October 1981 r was again asked to open a new section- from Mount
Magnificent to Newland Hill .
Since then further sections have been commissioned - Parachilna Gorge to Wilpena, Wilpena to Hawker.
Wilmington to Crystal Brook and Cape Jervis to Newland Head - so that now 780 kilometres of made trail
exists.
The cause of the Heysen Trail was meanwhile championed by Dr Derek Whitelock, assisted by Dr David
Corbett and Joan Paton. who publicised it on film and in print .
After 1978 I had little direct involvement, although r have now come closer again in the · Friends ... '
movement. The history of the second phase ofthe Heysen Trail- from 1978 onwards- is not for me to tell .
Terry Lavender, the father-figure of this era. should do so.

HAVE YOlJ WALKED THE ENTIRE HEYSEN TRAIL??
If so. we need to know so we can create a register of those who have completed the Trail.
looking into presenting a suitable certificate to members.

We are also

We would also like the names of non-members who have completed the Trail.
Please send names. dates, brief comments etc to the office, or advise by phone (212 6299) or FAX (2 II
8041).
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TREPHINA GORGE

Last year, Glen and I told you that the local Bushwalkers programme was available from the Alice Springs
Tourist Information Centre. To our delight, this year, the walk scheduled for the coming Sunday was
''Trephina Gorge - John Hayes Rock.hole". This walk along the Ridgetop Trail is suitable for fit wellprepared walkers. but is long and difficult, and requires a car shuttle, preferably 4 WD.
On ringing the leader. we were not only told the meeting place and time. but that we would be picked up at
our Caravan Park! By 8.00 am, nine people were div1ded between the largest two cars for the 160 km return
journey. With regular distances like this, the group has its arrangements, w1th no embarrassment, when a note
is handed over at the end of the day. There were three visitors and we were warmJy welcomed. The
fuendliness continued all day and we were inv1ted to climb Mt. Glllen the neX1 day since it was a public
holida .
Trephina Gorge is judged by many to be the most beautiful in the Mac Donnell Ranges but, because it is in
the Eastern Mac Donnells and away from the more public1sed tourist routes, is less well known. Its
tranquillity attracts both campers and day walkers. The gorge walls are a deep red all day, but they and the
Bluff light to a brilliant red at sunset.
There are five marked tracks in the area, ranging from easy and flat (45 mins). through moderately steep, to
difficult and isolated (6 Y2 hours). All are marked w1th different colours. Last year, we ambled through the
Gorge, returning along the rim (orange) making a short circuit. At first the sides of the gorge were red and
high above us until, eventually, we looked down on the sandy creek bed, a richly coloured third dimension .
This year. we followed the same orange markers to the first viewing spot. The going had been only
moderately steep. but this stop enabled us to prepare our lungs for the seemingly endless up, up, up follow1ng
a well-defined track and blue markers. At last we reached the ridge and the terrain, although rough, was
occasionally flat until we dropped down into a beautiful rock hole for morning tea. We climbed out and
continued to Turner' s Lookout for lunch . This lookout is recognised as "'four hour return" for those w1thout a
vehicle shuttle. The view was spectacular, overlooking w1de spreading plains, the rugged East Mac Donnells
and even Mt. Glllen in the distance. There were a number of other walkers there, too. all enjoy1ng the view
and signing "the book".
From here, the track was less well-formed although always excellently marked. We walked on the bare
Heavitree Quartzite formation , and through spinifex, and groves of mallee and white cypress pine.
Eventually we had to leave the ridge. The descent was steep. needing care and, at times, "bottoms". until we
reached the creek and joined the yellow markers of the Chain of Ponds Walk .
This creek cut through a gorge typical of so many in Australia' s Centre. We rock-hopped and clambered.
The rock pools were so very beautiful that we wanted only to stand, stare and marvel. Eventually. we reach a
high rock edge and looked down on the John Hayes Rockhole. As one the group stopped to enjoy the sight
and an afternoon break. After another short but steep clamber we reached the picnic ground. 4 WD access
only. and we proceeded to walk out to the cars. This 4 km was a pleasure as we could stretch our legs
confidently. looking at the wildflowers on each side of the road and the trees and the birds. while enjoying the
company of this hospitable walking group.
Should the Trailwalker reach the Alice Springs Walking Group. I thank you again for your hospitality to us,
twice now. and your fuendship to other v1sitors from home and abroad and I invite you to contact us if
seeking a Bushwalk w1th good companions in South Australia.

Jennifer Dow
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SPROUT TAKES OFF AGAIN

During the 94 season myself (Sprout) and Ray started out with the aim of walking the Heysen Trail. South to
in one go. However a simple injury resulted in 7 weeks laid up and Ray had other commitments.
Gerry joined at Mt. Lofty and we eventually arrived at the Simmonstow comer, between Quom and Hawker.
Due to the prevailing bad drought we simply ran out of water and returned home. Sprout was allowed to wilt
until this winter. when it rained and rained and rained.
~orth

Come July 24, with 5 other ·'idiots'· we started at the same spot and headed orth . Compared to last year the
difference is amazing. The Flinders are green. wildflowers are appearing, roos are everywhere, and the creeks
are all running well .
The trail to Wilpena was fairly clearly marked and we arrived at the Pound on Saturday 29th. On the way
Mayo Hut was a welcome sight as it was pouring and we were soaked. After a rest day it was on again on
Monday. Apart from climbing over 3 ranges it was good walking all the way to Parachilna Gorge. where we
arrived at the road at noon on Thursday, August 3rd.
Having finally reached our goal the feeling of achievement was fantastic - it was well worth the effort
involved.
The trivia involved was:
I. It took us 73 days of actual walking to go from end to end.
2.

My ··useless" pedometer read 1138502 steps rrom Deep Creek Trig Camp to Parachilna Gorge.
Useless data as at times it measured out at up to 60% error. At other times on the hip it didn ' t work
at all under the padded pack belt and I finished up wearing it on my shin, mounted on my sock top.

The bug has bitten and with the complete Heysen Trail behind me it 's now on to the Hume and Hovell Track
in October.
After that- who knows what?

Sprout
John Crouch - Stansbury

FOR SALE
CO NT BASIL Small Business Accounting Software Package. with Licence and Book.

The Friends have installed a Windows based system, making the above redundant.
System can be inspected in office by arrangement.
All otTers will be considered and should be addressed to:
The President, Friends of the Heysen Trail, 10 Pitt St. Adelaide SA 5000
in a sealed envelope marked "Confidential, BASIL OFFER, by 31/10/95.
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EASTER IN THE FLINDERS

I must apologise to the Friends of the Heysen Trail for this late report : the end of the financial year at work
somehow intruded!
As we drove north. on the morning of Good Friday, I waited for my first glimpse again of the Flinders
Ranges. Words from Dorothy MacKellar's poem kept slipping through my mind :
··ofraf.?f.?ed mountain ranf!es.
(~(drnuf!hls and jlnndinf! rains. "

I wonder how many Heysen Trailers felt the same joy as they saw this wonderful range once more for the first
time?
On arrival at the Angorichina Village we were met by our leader, Mike Fretwell. Time for a short walk near
the village, then onto the serious business of preparing the evening meal. This was accompanied by insults,
compliments and some food tasting.
We were warned that the throbbingly noisy generator would cut out at 10.30PM. Onto bunks and into
sleeping bags - felt strange to be in a room with seven other people. The Good Book mentions something
about separating the sheep from the goats. Well I wish we could separate the snorers from the non-snorers;
but I'm much too discreet to name names. and I have heard since Easter that I am not entirely blameless in
this area.
Saturday! the sun bright and Mount Elkington waiting, carry extra water, wear gaiters, a grade "A" walk they
told us. (Mick Thomas led an alternative walk to Blinman Pools. I hear that someone had a swim).
o defined track or restful pools up Mount Elkington, plenty of shale to slide on and spinifex to threaten if
we brushed against it. How warm it seemed for mid April! Mike had pointed out a pine tree on a distant hill
as our goal . We attained it by 11 .30AM, and ate lunch with a 360 degree view ofthe surrounding hills.
Back to camp to compare notes with the Blinman Pools group and shower.
Saturday night at the Prairie Hotel. Parachilna! I think I said hello to the friendly barman, but the only words
I can remember were ·'a Carlton Light please". The menu was adventurous perhaps to compliment the
country, goat, camel, kangaroo- some a little chewy ( hear. A two piece band played on the front verandah
of the pub, the locals and visitors sat where they could and people danced in the street. The moon eclipsed
and we all had a wonderful time. Many thanks to the proprietors and staff of the Prairie Hotel.
Sunday morning the majority of the group set off for Haywards Track. This trail has been marked by the
Royal Geographic Society, but was not as easy to follow as the Heysen Trail. Our leader and his assistants
had to consult the map and crystal baH at various points. At the end of the walk we waited while vehicles
were collected from our starring point. We whiled away the time by various means, the high spot was
probably the christening of Jon Selby 's new jacket. I'm so glad that he managed to pull the hood up before
the water bottles were emptied over him!
Sunday night was spent around the camp fire. Sue Croser gave the lesson. describing how the Three Wise
Men went looking for the promised land that day. I can not do credit to Sue's wonderful story; it should
probably be printed in the Trail Walker in it's entirety. One of the '' Friend's" serenaded us with her recorder.
we played games and told stories as the firelight flickered.
On Monday morning we went our separate ways, some to walk, some to set off for home. All of us grateful
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to Mike for a wonderful Easter in the Flinders.

"A n opal-hear1ed c:ounlry.
A wt(fitl. /avtsh land. ".
Jeanette Clarke

May I soon return

A REMARKABLE WEEKEND
(or: Ain't No Mountain High Enough)
Preamble
What follows. dear reader, is ENTIRELY factual. Well. most of it is. You may recognise some of the
people in this report. Resemblances between them and any person you know, are premeditated. Misquotes
are merely a matter of literary licence.
Prologue
As our car approached Base Camp, we saw IT looming up ahead: a sinister silhouette dominating the dark
sky. " It" was the Monster Mount: Remarkable.
·'You call that a mountain? It ' s hardly a hill!" Frances Gasson laughed nervously. Her voice was without
conviction .
·' A mere pimple on the panorama'' I spoke with still less certainty. And laughed with even more unease.
''Just a jest, eh? But I'm sure we' re all aware that tonight's taunt is tomorrow ' s trial." Terry Gasson
proclaimed with perverse pleasure as he pulled into the driveway of our Diocesan dwelling .

••••••••••
The Friday night crowd gathered in the huge kitchen-dining area was comprised of quite a few 'new chums'
and several old faces . Perhaps ' familiar faces ' is a more flattering phrase for the latter group. Nevertheless,
all and sundry chattered cheerfully. consuming copious quantities of coffee and quite a few cakes. " We 'II
have to JOG up the mountain tomorrow after this lot! " a Killjoy quipped.
Next morning. Colin (He who Must be Obeyed) Edwards spoke. His statements centred on safety. He
summarised a series of steps which. if followed, would lead to a safe walk. When he talked about the tricky
terrain of the track to the top of Mount Remarkable. Colin had difficulty disguising his delight. He
considered the one-kilometre climb was "steep, slippery and strenuous". Colin could hardly contain himself.
He said making progress might be a matter of taking two steps forward and one step back. It sounded simply
superb!! And somewhat symbolic.
By the time Colin had discussed the relevant details involved in each of the four walk options we could
choose from. I was suffering from Information Overdose. Ian (politically-incorrect-and-proud-of-it)
Robertson, generously offered this abridged account: historians should head for Melrose, pragmatists should
pick the least precipitous path, masochists should march up the mountain - and then quickly come down
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again. while REAL crazies should climb to the crest - and continue on for another nine kilometres. Guess
which g.roup I eJected to join. dear reader?!
When my co-crazies combined with the mob of masochists, we constituted a sizeable contingent. It's
surprising how many still subscribe to the slogans ·'Life wasn ' t meant to be easy·· and " . o pain no gain'·.
Indeed judging by the post mortems of most members who mounted an assault on the Mount. ·· o brain no
pain" is possibly more pertinent. There were "summit'' stories of slipping. sliding and scrambling. And there
were even more anecdotes of the endurance and dogged determination it took to complete the nine kilometre
up-and-down " Big Dipper'' stretch. In spite of (or, could it possibly be BECAUSE of?) their 'suffering'.
people were evidently exhilarated by the stunning scenery and their sense of achievement.
Dinner that night was a festive rather than formal affair. Forty or so of us were seated at two long, wooden
tables. The manifestly merry mood of the masses meant the meal was more reminiscent of a medieval
banquet than an Aussie barbecue. The evening held many high spots. but the climax came from Colin, our
(by then, beloved) leader. In terms of the number of people whose help was gratefully acknowledged.
Colin ' s post-walk speech rivalled any ever delivered at the Academy Awards. It was also infinitely more
entertaining. And never in the history of Hollywood has any audience been as enthusiastic in expressing their
appreciation as was our assembly. The crowd was clearly moved!
On "the morning after the night before ', camp clean up was carried out at a fast and furious. perhaps even
frenetic, pace. We were packed and ready to go by 8.30 am: an hour ahead of schedule. This possibly
provides proof that peer group pressure can be productive. We were off! Bound for the Battery Bay. Uphill
all the way - and well worth the walk.
As a result of good rains. the land was luxuriantly green. In some sections it was completely carpeted by
wildflowers. The vista was a virtual kaleidoscope of colour. An enormous expanse of water. a brilliant azure
blue, spread out before us. Across the water, the huge white containers of "The Port'' oil refinery shimmered
in the sunlight. The beauty of this bay, lined with pristine. sandy beaches, was almost ethereal . I am not
exaggerating when I tell you, dear reader, that it was a fantastic, visual feast.
ext on our agenda was Alligator Gorge. I must admit, that having seen so many of the gorges in this
gorgeous country, I suspected I had become somewhat saturated. J thought I was ·'gorged our". When we
entered the Alligator. I thought again. Unlike most of Australia' s better known gorges, where dus~-y. earthyochre tones are typical and, which are commonly quite wide, this spectacular gorge, was narrow. Its bright,
orange-ochre walls were distinctly different even from others nearby in the Flinders. We had many questions
and we wanted answers. Fortunately, the geologists in our party turned out to be veritable mines of
information. We tapped into their seemingly inexhaustible supply of knowledge regarding region 's rock
formations, and so unearthed a wealth of the area' s geological history. These guys were experts and we were
eager to exploit their resources. But neither of them would unequivocally nominate any Overhang, from
among the gorge 's many twists and turns, as the alligator's tail. We wandered on, still wondering which one
it was. It remains the Mystery of Melrose. Thus, the wonderful weekend ended.
And if we walkers were to acknowledge each person who made it possible- and pleasurable, our list would
likely be even longer than Colin ' s.

••••••••••
Epilogue
As our car drove away from the Base Camp, we saw '' It" disappearing into the darkness .
. It's hardly a hill! It's a massive mountain! It must be M ILES to the top! " Frances· words were fiery .
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" And we've been up, down and across it. We ' e mastered the Monster. My goodness. we ' re marvellous! ''
Modesty didn ' t matter to me.
·'Just another jest. eh? But I' m sure you 're well aware that today ' s triumphs are tomorrow's tight tendons'
Terrific. isn ' t it?" Terry had touched on the truth.

Pesa C. Lenga

MEMBERSHIP FORM

The Membership Secretary
Friends of Heysen Trail and Other Walking Trails Inc.
10 Pitt Street, Adelaide SA 5000

Phone 2126299

Please (renew my membership/enrol me as a member) delete one

I enclose$_ _ _ for _ _ years (max. 3 years)

Membership fees are $15 (single), $24 (Family)
AME ____________________________________

ADDRESS _____________________

POST CODE_______
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SCOOP PURCHASE

AUSTRALIAN MADE UNISEX SHORT SLEEVED T-SH!RTS
WHITE ONLY WITH THE HEY. EN TRAIL LOGO SCREEN-PRINTED IN RED
~'ARJOUS SIZES AVAILABLE

UNTIL SOLD OUT

LIMITED STOCKS
EXCLUSIVE TO THE FRIENDS OF THE HEYSEN TRAIL
NORMAL PRICE $12.00 each
OUR PRICE $5.00 each
POSTED TO YOUR HOME $7.00 each
PAYMENT WILL BE ACCEPTED BY CASH, CHEQUE, MONEY ORDER, VISA ,
BANKCARD, AND MASTERCARD
AN IDEAL CHRiSTMAS PRESENT
BIRTHDAY PRESENT OR OVERSEAS GIFT

REMI NDER
MEMBERS OF THE FRIENDS OF THE HEYSEN TRAIL
AND OTHER MEMBERS OF WALKING GROUPS
AFFILIATED WITH THE FEDERATION
RECEIVE A 10°/o DJ SCOl NT
ON MAPS AND BOOKS
SOLD IN THE FRIENDS OFFICE
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